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Abstract

Modification of proteins by the ubiquitin-like protein, UFM1, requires activation of UFM1 

by the E1-activating enzyme, UBA5. In humans UBA5 possesses two isoforms, each 

comprising an adenylation domain, but only one containing an N-terminal extension. 

Currently the role of the N-terminal extension in UFM1 activation is not clear. Here we 

provide structural and biochemical data on UBA5 N-terminal extension to understand its 

contribution to UFM1 activation. The crystal structures of the UBA5 long isoform bound 

to ATP with and without UFM1 show that the N-terminus not only is directly involved in 

ATP binding, but also affects how the adenylation domain interacts with ATP. 

Surprisingly, in the presence of the N-terminus, UBA5 no longer retains the 1:2 ratio of 

ATP to UBA5, but rather this becomes a 1:1 ratio. Accordingly, the N-terminus 

significantly increases the affinity of ATP to UBA5. Finally, the N-terminus, although not 

directly involved in the E2 binding, stimulates transfer of UFM1 from UBA5 to the E2, 

UFC1.
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Introduction

Ubiquitin fold modifier 1 (UFM1) is a ubiquitin-like protein (UBL) that shares the β-grasp 

fold of ubiquitin even though it has only 16% sequence identity with ubiquitin [1-3]. 

UFM1 is involved in several cellular processes, including endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 

homeostasis, erythropoiesis, fatty acid metabolism and cell division [4-11]. Moreover, 

protein modification by UFM1 (ufmylation) is associated with breast cancer and 

neurological disorders [12-16]. Notably, prevention of protein modification by UFM1 is 

embryonic lethal in mice due to severe anemia [17]. Similarly to ubiquitination, 

ufmylation is mediated through an enzymatic cascade involving E1, E2 and E3 enzymes 

[18-20]. First, the E1 activating enzyme, UBA5 (ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 

5), binds ATP, magnesium and UFM1 and forms, upon the release of a pyrophosphate, 

an acyl adenylate intermediate. This intermediate is then subjected to attack by the 

UBA5 active site Cys, and with the release of AMP, a high energy thioester bond with 

UFM1 C-terminal glycine is formed. At that point, UFM1 is activated and ready to be 

transferred in a transthioesterification reaction from UBA5 to the active site Cys of the 

E2, UFC1 (Ubiquitin-fold modifier-conjugating enzyme 1). Finally, in the presence of the 

E3, UFL1 ( Ubiquitin-fold modifier -protein ligase 1), UFM1 is transferred from UFC1 to a 

lysine residue on a target protein, forming an isopeptide bond [11, 21-23]. 

UBA5 belongs to the non-canonical E1 enzymes that lack a defined Cys domain but 

have the active site Cys within the adenylation domain [24]. Similar to other E1 

enzymes, UBA5’s adenylation domain comprises an eight-stranded beta sheet that is 

surrounded by helices [21]. Moreover, like the ancestral E1, MoeB, and the autophagy 

related E1, Atg7, the adenylation domain forms a homodimer with a pseudo two-fold 

symmetry [25-28]. Besides the adenylation domain, both UBA5 and Atg7 possess a 
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sequence outside the adenylation domain that is required for UBL’s binding. In UBA5 

this sequence comprises 13 amino acids, which are known as the UFM1-interacting 

sequence (UIS) and are located C-terminal to the adenylation domain [2, 29]. 

Previously, we and others have shown that the adenylation domain by itself is unable to 

activate UFM1, but a fragment possessing both the adenylation domain and the UIS 

successfully activates UFM1 [2, 30]. Interestingly, although UBA5 dimerization is critical 

for UFM1 activation, UBA5 is not a stable dimer in solution. However, binding of UFM1 

to UBA5 possessing the adenylation domain and the UIS, stabilizes the dimeric state 

which is needed for ATP binding and thereby for UFM1 activation [31]. Ultimately, in 

order to transfer UFM1 to UFC1, UBA5 contains a short sequence at the C-terminus that 

is required for UFC1 binding [32]. 

Human UBA5 has two isoforms, each including the above mentioned three regions: the 

adenylation domain, UIS and UFC1-binding sequence [1, 33]. However, only one has an 

extension of 56 amino acids N-terminal to the adenylation domain (Fig. 1A). Previously, 

we and others have shown that the short isoform (without the first 56 amino acids) 

satisfies activation of UFM1 as well as transfer of UFM1 to UFC1 [21, 34]. This suggests 

that the 56 amino acids N-terminal to the adenylation domain are not essential for UBA5 

function, therefore raising the question of their role in UBA5’s function. Here we provide 

structural and biochemical data on the UBA5 N-terminus in order to understand its 

contribution to UFM1 activation. The crystal structures of the UBA5 long isoform bound 

to ATP with and without UFM1 show, for the first time, that the N-terminus is not only 

involved in ATP binding but also affects how the adenylation domain interacts with ATP. 

This leads to the ATP gamma phosphate adopting a different position to that in the 

structure of the short isoform. Moreover, the active site Cys, which in the short isoform 
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resides on one of the adenylation domain helices, is now moved to the crossover loop. 

Surprisingly, in the presence of the N-terminus the 1:2 ratio of ATP to UBA5 is not 

retained, but becomes 1:1. Accordingly, the N-terminus significantly increases the 

affinity of ATP to UBA5, thereby facilitating UFM1 activation at low ATP concentrations. 

Finally, the N-terminus, although is not directly involved in UFC1 binding, stimulates 

transfer of UFM1 from UBA5 to UFC1. Taken together, our results provide the structural 

mechanism for the role of the UBA5 N-terminus in UFM1 activation.

Results and discussion 

The N-terminus of UBA5 facilitates UFM1 activation

Although UBA5 lacking the N-terminus (amino acids 1-56) satisfies activation of UFM1, 

we were interested to know if the N-terminus contributes to UFM1 activation. To that end 

we compared the activation of UFM1 by UBA5 1-347 (hereafter referred to UBA5) and 

UBA5 57-346. As expected both forms successfully activated UFM1 (i.e. generation of 

UBA5~UFM1 adduct), but activation was significantly faster with UBA5 possessing the 

N-terminus. Specifically, in the presence of the N-terminus most of the activation 

process occurred within the first half a minute, while in its absence it lasted more than 10 

min (Fig. 1B). Since these experiments were performed with 5 mM ATP (a concentration 

used to characterize the short UBA5 isoform [34]), we also compared activation at 10 

μM ATP. After 10 min, activation of UFM1 was observed only with UBA5 possessing the 

N-terminus (Fig. 1B). Surprised by the ability of UBA5 possessing the N-terminus to 

activate UFM1 at a very low ATP concentration, we then asked whether the other non-

canonical E1 enzyme, Atg7, also has this ability. As shown in Figure 1C, after 30 sec we 

obtained activation of UFM1 but failed to detect any activation of Atg8 by Atg7. Taken 
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together, our results suggest that in the presence of the N-terminus UBA5 can activate 

UFM1 at a low concentration of ATP.

UBA5 N-terminus plays a role in ATP binding and protein thermal stability

The ability of only UBA5 possessing the N-terminus to activate UFM1 at low ATP 

concentrations suggests that the N-terminus contributes to the binding of ATP to UBA5. 

To test this possibility, we measured the affinity of ATP to UBA5 using ITC (Fig. 1D and 

Table S1). The ITC data were best fitted with a two binding sites model although only 

one site possessed a meaningful ratio of ATP to UBA5 (the other binding site we 

considered as nonspecific since it has a ratio of 1:141 ATP to UBA5). The measured Kd 

value was in the nanomolar range (46 nM), and was three orders of magnitude lower 

than the Kd value obtained for the binding of ATP to UBA5 57-346 [31], suggesting that 

the N-terminus of UBA5 is involved in ATP binding. We next tested whether the N-

terminus plays a role in the stability of UBA5. As shown in Figure 1E and Table S2, the 

above two constructs of UBA5 possess a similar thermal stability with denaturation 

midpoints of ~42.5°C. However, in the presence of 5 mM ATP, UBA5 demonstrated a 

17°C increase in the denaturation midpoint while UBA5 57-346 had an increase of only 

2.4°C. Taken together, these results suggest that binding of ATP to UBA5, which is 

facilitated by the N-terminus, significantly increases the thermal stability of UBA5. 

Previously, we have shown that the UIS is needed not only for UFM1 binding but also for 

increasing UBA5’s affinity to ATP [2, 31]. Specifically, binding of UFM1 to the UIS 

stabilizes the dimeric state of UBA5 and this enhances the affinity of UBA5 to ATP. 

Accordingly, removing the UIS from the short UBA5 isoform prevented activation of 

UFM1 [2]. This prompted us to ask whether in the long UBA5 isoform, which possesses 

high affinity to ATP, removing the UIS has a deleterious effect. To that end we tested 
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UFM1 activation by UBA5 1-335 that possesses the N-terminus but lacks the UIS. As 

shown in Figure 2A, removing the UIS did not abolish the activation of UFM1 by UBA5 

possessing the N-terminus. This unexpected result further suggests that in the short 

isoform removing the UIS prevents activation due to a failure in ATP, but not in UFM1, 

binding to UBA5. Interestingly, a decrease in the binding affinity of the ubiquitin E1, 

UBA1, to ATP shifts the mechanism of substrate binding from pseudo-ordered to a 

purely random mechanism [35, 36], thereby raising the possibility that UBA5 N-terminus, 

which enhances affinity to ATP, plays a role in the mechanism of substrate binding. 

The difference between the above two UBA5 constructs that lack the UIS is the 

extension of 56 amino acids located N-terminal to the adenylation domain that exists 

only in one construct. To investigate whether the intact N-terminus (i.e. amino acids 1-

56) is required for facilitating ATP binding and subsequently stimulating UFM1 activation 

by UBA5, we generated two UBA5 constructs that start at amino acid 37 or 51 and end 

at amino acid 335. As shown in Figure 2B, removing the first 36 amino acids, but not the 

first 50, did not affect the ability of UBA5 to activate UFM1. Accordingly, while UBA5 (37-

335) had the same thermal stability as UBA5 possessing the full N-terminus (1-335), 

UBA5 (51-335) demonstrated not only a lower denaturation midpoint in the absence of 

ATP, but also a shift of only 1.9 degrees in the presence of ATP (Fig. 2C and Table S2). 

These results are in line with the conservation score of the UBA5 N-terminal amino 

acids, whereby the first 36 amino acids are weakly conserved, whereas the amino acids 

from 37 are highly conserved (Fig. 2D). Taken together, our results suggest that the 

contribution of the UBA5 N-terminus to UFM1 activation, ATP binding and thermal 

stability is mediated via amino acids 37-56 and does not require the first 36 amino acids 

of UBA5. 
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The N- terminus of UBA5 contributes to the transfer of UFM1 from UBA5 to UFC1 

Although the only step in UFM1 conjugation that requires energy is UFM1 activation by 

UBA5, ATP also plays a role in the transfer of UFM1 from UBA5 to UFC1. Specifically, 

Gavin et al. have shown that charged UBA5 (UBA5~UFM1) hardly transfers UFM1 to 

UFC1 if ATP is missing [37]. In that case hydrolysis of ATP is not required but only 

binding of ATP to the UBA5~UFM1 adduct. This connection between ATP binding and 

transfer of UFM1 to UFC1 prompted us to test whether the N-terminus of UBA5 plays a 

role in this transfer. To that end, we charged UBA5 long and short isoforms with UFM1. 

In that step we ensured that at the end of the reaction there is no free UFM1 left (Fig 3A, 

lanes 3 & 9). We then added UFC1 and looked for charging of UFC1 with UFM1. 

Thereby, differences in UFC1 charging between the UBA5 isoforms were only due to 

UFM1 transfer from UBA5 to UFC1 and were not affected by the rate of UFM1 activation 

by the UBA5. As shown in Fig. 3A, the charging of UFC1 with UFM1 was significantly 

better in the case of the long UBA5 isoform, thereby suggesting that the presence of the 

N-terminus contributes to UFM1 transfer to UFC1. Next, to further characterize the role 

of the N-terminus in UFM1 transfer to UFC1, we tested whether the N-terminus is 

involved in the binding of UBA5 to UFC1. To that end we performed an ITC experiment 

with UFC1 and the above UBA5 isoforms. As shown in Figure 3B&C and Table S1, both 

isoforms of UBA5 bind UFC1 with a similar affinity (Kd of ~1μM), suggesting that the N-

terminus does not contribute to the UFC1 binding. We then asked whether the effect of 

the N-terminus on UFM1 transfer is coupling to ATP binding. Previously, we showed that 

only in the presence the N-terminus does ATP significantly stabilize UBA5 (Fig. 1D and 

Table S2). This therefore prompted us to test whether ATP has similar effect when 

UBA5 is already charged with UFM1. To overcome the instability of the thioester bond 

we exploited the cross-linker BMOE, which has successfully been used with other E1 
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enzymes [38], and generated a stable adduct of UBA5~UFM1(G83C). Then, using the 

thermal shift assay we tested the effect of ATP on the stability of the charged long or 

short UBA5 isoform. As shown in Figure 3D and Table S2, in the adduct comprising the 

long isoform, ATP increased the thermal stability by 12°C. However, with the short 

isoform, no increase in thermal stability was observed, rather an unexpected decrease 

of 2.2°C. This therefore suggests that upon ATP binding to UBA5~UFM1 the N-terminus 

undergoes conformational changes that stabilize the adduct and facilitates faster UFM1 

transfer to UFC1.  Interestingly, binding of ATP to the ubiquitin E1, UBA1, has been 

shown to enhance the affinity of the latter to the E2, which in turn stimulates the rate of 

ubiquitin adenylate formation [35].    

Crystal structures of UBA5 possessing the N-terminus bound to ATP and Mg with and 

without UFM1

To date, while crystal structures of UBA5 bound to ATP or in complex with UFM1 have 

already been solved, they all comprise the short UBA5 isoform thereby lacking the first 

56 amino acids [21, 34]. Moreover, in these structures amino acids 57-68, although 

existing in the crystals, are not observed in the structure. Therefore, to obtain structural 

insight into to the role of UBA5 N-terminus in UFM1 activation, we determined the crystal 

structure of UBA5 (37-335) bound to ATP and Mg at 2.7 Å resolution (Table S3). 

Crystals of UBA5 (37-335) bound to ATP contained 16 molecules of UBA5, each bound 

to one ATP molecule, in the P21 asymmetric unit. Superposition of the sixteen UBA5 

molecules in the ASU yields RMSD values lower than of 0.15 Å, suggesting no 

significant structural differences between the molecules. The sixteen UBA5 molecules 

are arranged in eight dimers and each dimer has the same pseudo 2-fold symmetry axis 

(Fig. 4A). We also determined the crystal structure of UBA5 (37-347) in complex with 
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ATP, Mg and UFM1 at 2.1 Å resolution (Table S3). This structure comprises UBA5 that 

ends at amino acid 347 therefore includes the UIS, which facilitates binding to UFM1. In 

addition, to prevent activation of UFM1 by UBA5 we used UFM1 that lacks the last four 

amino acids (UFM1C). This structure therefore represents the complex prior to UFM1 

adenylation by UBA5. Crystals contained four molecules of UBA5, four molecules of 

UFM1C and four molecules of ATP in the P21 asymmetric unit. The four UBA5 

molecules in the ASU formed two homodimers while each dimer bound two molecules of 

UFM1 and ATP (Fig. 4B). Superposition of the two dimers yielded an RMSD of 0.135 Å 

suggesting no significant structural difference between the dimers. However, in one 

UBA5 molecule the first seven amino acids acquired a different position than the one 

observed for these residues in the other three UBA5 molecules. This suggests that 

amino acids 36-42 are flexible and their structure is probably affected by crystal packing.  

Superposition of the two UBA5 structures with and without UFM1 shows that the 

structural differences in UBA5 upon UFM1 binding are concentrated in the crossover 

loop (Fig. 4C). These structures, in contrast to the structures of UBA5 short isoform, 

have clear electron density for the entire UBA5 crossover loop, suggesting that the N-

terminus assists in stabilizing this loop both in the absence or presence of UFM1. The 

movement of the crossover loop upon UFM1 binding is critical for preventing clashes 

with UFM1 and to enable UFM1 reaching the UBA5 active site Cys. Intriguingly, 

although the crossover loop undergoes major conformational changes upon UFM1 

binding, the position of the active site Cys250, which resides on that loop, is not affected 

by the presence or absence of UFM1 (Fig. 4C). This does not hold true with the short 

UBA5 isoform where the presence of UFM1 alters the position of Cys250 [21, 34]. 

Structural insight into UBA5 N-terminus 
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While the N-terminus contributes to UFM1 activation, it is not in direct contact with the 

UFM1 that is bound to UBA5 adenylation domain (Fig. 4B). Accordingly, superposition of 

the UBA5 N-terminus (amino acids 43-68) from the structures with and without UFM1 

yields an RMSD of 0.146 Å suggesting that the presence of UFM1 does not alter the 

structure of the N-terminus. The overall structure of the N-terminus appears as a bulge 

outside the adenylation domain that faces towards the adenylation domain of the other 

protomer (Fig. 4A&B). Superposition of the UBA5 long isoform with the short isoform 

shows that the N-terminus overlaps with the position of the adenylation domain’s helix 

that comprises the active site Cys250 (Fig. 4D). Accordingly, in the structure of the long 

isoform this helix is shorter and thereby leaves room for the N-terminus that occupies 

this space. This results in a rearrangement in the position of the active site Cys250, 

which no longer resides in helix but in the crossover loop. This resembles the position of 

Atg7 active site Cys that also resides within the crossover loop [27].  

The N-terminus forms a network of intramolecular interactions (Fig. 5A). These 

interactions include Asp49 and Lys60 that form salt bridges with Arg55 and Glu69, 

respectively. In addition, Tyr53 forms cation-pi interaction, aromatic sulphur interaction 

and hydrogen bond with Arg72, Met43 and Asn139, respectively. These interactions are 

accompanied by a set of hydrophobic interactions that include the N-terminal residues 

Ile64 and Val65 and the adenylation domain residues Leu274, Phe276. The N-terminus 

also has intermolecular interactions with the adenylation domain of the other protomer 

(Fig. 5B). Leu56, Ala58 and Leu59 and Met62 form hydrophobic interactions with the 

crossover loop residues Ala252, Leu254, Pro255. The N-terminus also interacts with the 

adenylation domain’s loop comprising amino acid 103-127. Clear electron density for 

that loop was not obtained in any crystal structure of the short isoform, suggesting that in 
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the absence of the N-terminus this loop is highly flexible. In that loop Leu110 and 

Met113 form hydrophobic interactions with Pro52 of the N-terminus. 

The structural data suggesting that the N-terminus interacts with the other protomer of 

the UBA5 dimer prompted us to test whether these interactions affect the stability of the 

UBA5 homodimer. As shown in Figure 5C and Table S4, in an ITC experiment we 

obtained a Kd of 6.8 μM for UBA5 dimerization. This value is 5-fold lower than the one 

measured for the short isoform [31], suggesting that the N-terminus contributes to the 

stability of the UBA5 homodimer. Previously we showed that the dimerization mutants 

K271D and D290K of the short UBA5 isoform prevent activation of UFM1 by decreasing 

dimer formation [34]. We therefore asked whether in the context of the long isoform, 

which is more stable, these mutations have a similar effect. As shown in Figure 5D, 

these mutants did not prevent activation of UFM1, suggesting that these mutations in the 

background of the long isoform are not as deleterious as in the context of the short 

isoform. This finding prompted us to investigate whether the D290K mutation in the 

context of the long isoform affects UBA5 dimer formation. Using SEC-MALS, we tested 

the molecular weight of UBA5 WT and D290K containing and missing the N-terminus. 

As shown in Figure 5E, UBA5, WT or D290K that have the N-terminus yielded a similar 

molecular weight of (~58 KDa). However, the same mutation in the context of UBA5 that 

lacks the N-terminus yielded a molecular weight of 34KDa, which is lower than the 

measured molecular weight of WT UBA5 that lacks the N-terminus (41 KDa). Taken 

together, our results suggest that the dimerization mutation in the context of UBA5 

possessing the N-terminus hardly affects the dimer stability of UBA5, therefore enabling 

the activation of UFM1. 

Structural insight into ATP binding in UBA5 long isoform
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Our crystal structures not only provide insight into the structure of UBA5 N-terminus, but 

also an understanding of how the UBA5 long isoform binds ATP. Although the ATP-

binding pocket of UBA5 is located within the adenylation domain, which exists in the 

short isoform, our structure reveals that the N-terminus contributes to ATP binding. The 

N-terminus of one protomer directly interacts with the ATP that sits in the adenylation 

domain of the other UBA5 promoter (Fig. 6A). This is achieved via Arg55 of the N-

terminus that contacts the gamma phosphate oxygen atom of ATP. Arg55 resembles 

Arg14 of the ancestral homodimeric E1, MoeB, which binds the ATP that is bound to the 

adenylation domain of the other protomer [26]. Of note, such an Arg is missing in the 

non-canonical E1, Atg7, but exists in the heterodimeric E1s of SUMO, (Sae2/Sae1) and 

NEED8 (APPBP1/UBA3) [39]. In the E1 of SUMO, Arg21 of Sae1 interacts with the ATP 

that is bound to the Sae2 adenylation domain. Similarly, in the E1 of NEED8, Arg15 of 

APPBP1 generates a salt bridge with the ATP gamma phosphate [40]. To validate the 

importance of Arg55 in UFM1 activation, we tested activation of UFM1 by UBA5, R55A. 

Indeed, as shown in Figure 6B this mutation reduced UFM1 activation. In addition, in 

contrast to WT UBA5, this mutation prevented the increment in UBA5’s thermal stability 

in the presence of ATP (Fig. 6C and Table S2). Next, to further characterize the role of 

Arg55 in activation, we performed an ITC experiment to measure the affinity of UBA5 

R55A to ATP (Fig. 6D and Table S1). Similar to the WT protein, although the ITC data 

were best fitted to a two binding sites model only one site had a meaningful ratio of ATP 

to UBA5. This binding site had a Kd of 1.7 μM that is 36-fold higher than the Kd of ATP 

to WT UBA5, suggesting that the R55A perturbs binding of ATP to UBA5. Of note, UBA5 

with a R55H mutation has been recently reported for individuals with severe infantile-

onset encephalopathy [14]. 
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The presence of the N-terminus not only contributes an additional interaction with ATP, 

but also alters how the adenylation domain binds the ATP. Both UBA5 isoforms have a 

network of hydrophobic interactions between the adenylation domain and ATP. This 

network includes Gly83, Gly82, Cys181, Gly80, Ala187, Val182 and Ile151 of the 

adenylation domain that are in contact with ATP. However, in contrast to this network, 

which is hardly affected by the N-terminus, significant differences are observed in the 

hydrogen bonds and salt bridges that each UBA5 isoform generates with ATP. In the 

short UBA5 isoform the hydrogen bonds, formed by the adenylation domain, are 

concentrated in two residues. Specifically, Lys127 binds the ATP ribose and gamma-

phosphate oxygen atom, and Asn184 binds the adenine (PDB code; 3H8V). However, in 

the long isoform the adenine not only forms a hydrogen bond with Asn184, but also with 

the side chain of Asn150 and with the backbone nitrogen of Ile151 (Fig. 6A). In parallel, 

Lys127 retains its interaction with the ribose, but instead of binding the gamma-

phosphate oxygen, as in the short isoform, it binds the beta-phosphate oxygen. In 

addition, Arg115 that is not observed in the short isoform crystal structure due to high 

flexibility, forms salt bridges with the α-β-γ phosphate oxygen atoms of the ATP. This 

Arg corresponds to Arg73 of MoeB, Arg59 of Sae2 or Arg90 of UBA3 that forms a salt 

bridge with ATP. Interestingly, although Atg7 possesses Arg366 at a similar position as 

Arg115 in UBA5, this Arg is not involved in ATP binding. In contrast to the R55A 

mutation that had little effect on UFM1 activation, R115A totally abolished activation 

(Fig. 6E). Surprisingly, the ITC experiment showed that this mutation does not affect the 

affinity of ATP to UBA5 (Kd= 20 nM) (Fig. 6F and Table S1). In addition, this mutation, in 

contrast to R55A, does not prevent the increment of UBA5 thermal stability in the 

presence of ATP. As shown in Figure 6C and Table S2, in the presence ATP the thermal 

stability of UBA5 R115A increased by 22°C. This therefore suggests that Arg115 is not 
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critical for ATP binding, but instead has a catalytic role that is essential for UFM1 

activation.

Similar to other E1 enzymes, binding of Mg to UBA5 is critical for ATP binding and 

UFM1 activation. While the short UBA5 isoform was crystalized in the presence of ATP 

and Mg, its crystal structure contained ATP but not Mg (PDB ID; 3H8V). Surprisingly, our 

structures have two Mg ions per ATP molecule. One Mg ion is coordinated with ATP 

alpha-, beta- and gamma-phosphate oxygen atoms, the side chain of Asp183 and two 

water molecules that together generate an octahedral geometry (Fig. 6A). Asp183 is 

highly conserved and corresponds to Asp130 of MoeB, Asp117 of Sae2, Asp146 of 

UBA3 or Asp438 of Atg7. The other Mg generates octahedral geometry with the beta-

phosphate oxygen atom, Asp106 and four water molecules (Fig. 6A). Of note, this Asp is 

missing in Atg7, but although it exists in MoeB and Sae2 as Asp64 and Asp50 

respectively, these E1 structures lack the Mg ion bound to these aspartates. On the 

contrary, in the structure of the canonical E1, Uba1 (PDB ID; 4II2), Asp 465, which 

corresponds to UBA5 Asp 106, coordinates a Mg which occupies similar position to that 

observed in UBA5 [41]. To test the importance of this Mg site in UBA5, we mutated 

Asp106 to alanine and tested UFM1 activation. As shown in Fig. 6 B&C, this mutation 

reduced UFM1 activation, and accordingly did not abolish the increase of UBA5 thermal 

stability upon ATP binding. Specifically, an increase in the thermal stability of 12°C was 

obtained, compared to 17°C seen with WT UBA5 (Table S2). To further characterize the 

influence of Asp106 on ATP binding, we measured the affinity of ATP to UBA5 D106A 

using ITC. As shown in Figure 6G and Table S1, the data were also best fitted to the two 

binding sites model although only one site had a meaningful ratio of ATP to UBA5. This 

site had a Kd of 500 nM, which is 10-fold higher than the Kd of WT UBA5. Taken 

together our data show that the D106A mutation diminishes UBA5’s ability to activate 
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UFM1 and to bind ATP. This effect could be due to the inability of Asp106 to coordinate 

the Mg2+, which in turn contributes to binding and activation. However, we cannot rule 

out the possibility that the effect of the D106A mutation is structural and is not due to the 

prevention of the 2nd Mg site. 

The significant effect that the N-terminus imposes on how UBA5 interacts with the ATP 

prompted us to test whether it also affects the spatial structure of ATP. To that end we 

superimposed the structures of the short and long isoforms of UBA5 each bound to ATP. 

As shown in Figure 6H, in the presence of the N-terminus the ATP gamma-phosphate is 

4.7 Å away from its position in the structure lacking the N-terminus. This movement of 

the gamma-phosphate prevents clashes with Asn112 that in the structure of the long 

isoform is no longer flexible as it is in the structure of the short isoform. Interestingly the 

structure of ATP that is bound to the long UBA5, but not to the short isoform, is similar to 

the structure of ATP that is bound to Atg7. Currently it is unclear whether the structure of 

ATP that exists in the long isoform provides any benefit to the activation reaction over its 

structure in the short isoform. 

Conclusions

Here we have provided structural and biochemical insights into the contribution of the 

UBA5 N-terminal extension to UFM1 activation. Previously, we demonstrated that the 

short UBA5 isoform, lacking the N-terminal extension, executes UFM1’s activation in a 

trans-binding mechanism. Now we have found that while this mechanism is preserved in 

the long isoform, it is actually improved as the N-terminal extension of one protomer 

interacts with the adenylation domain of the other protomer as well as with the bound 

ATP. This not only increases the affinity of UBA5 to ATP but also stabilizes the ATP-

bound form of UBA5, thereby stimulating UFM1 activation. Interestingly, even at high 
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ATP concentrations (Fig. 1), the long UBA5 isoform activates UFM1 faster than the short 

isoform, suggesting that the N-terminal extension not only contributes to the binding of 

ATP but also to the catalytic process. Indeed, the N-terminal extension stabilizes Arg115 

of the adenylation domain, which possesses a catalytic role but makes no contribution to 

ATP binding (Fig. 6). Taken together, our results suggest that the presence of the N-

terminal extension benefits the activation process and enables UFM1 activation under 

ATP concentrations that do not satisfy activation with the short isoform. Currently, little is 

known about how the UBA5 isoforms are regulated in the cell, and what cellular benefit 

accrues from the expression of the short isoform. Indeed, RNA expression analysis of 

UBA5 isoforms suggests that the long isoform is highly expressed compared to the short 

isoform [42].  The significant boost the N-terminal extension brings to UFM1 activation 

raises the question of whether it is regulated in the cell. Previously, it has been shown 

that Tyr53 of the N-terminus undergoes phosphorylation [43]. In our structure, Tyr53 is 

2.5 Å away from Asp141 of the adenylation domain and forms hydrogen bonds with the 

latter. This therefore suggests that phosphorylation of Tyr53, which provides a negative 

charge on Tyr53, will prevent interaction with Asp141, thereby interfering with the 

contribution of the N-terminal extension to UFM1 activation. Overall, our results expand 

our understanding on UFM1 activation by UBA5 but at the same time call for further 

investigation of the regulation of UFM1 activation in the cell. 

Materials and Methods:

Cloning and mutagenesis

Human UBA5, UFM1 and UFC1 were cloned as previously described [34]. UBA5 and 

UFM1 truncations and mutations were generated either by ligation (T4 DNA Ligase, New 

England Biolabs) or Gibson assembly (Gibson assembly master mix, New England 
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Biolabs) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Atg7 and Atg8 (K26P) constructs 

were amplified as previously described [31].

 

Protein expression and purification:

UBA5, UFM1 and UFC1 were expressed as previously described [34]. In brief, all 

proteins were expressed in Escherichia coli T7 express (New England Biolabs) and 

grown either in 2xYT (UBA5 constructs) or in Luria-Bertani medium (UFM1 and UFC1 

constructs). Cultures were induced at 16°C overnight with either 0.3 mM (UBA5 

constructs) or 0.15 mM (UFM1 and UFC1 constructs) isopropyl-β-d-thio-galactoside 

(IPTG) (T-Fischer BioReagents). Finally, cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6100 

g for 15 min and frozen for further use. For UBA5, UFM1 and UFC1 purification, a 

protocol earlier described was followed [34]. All proteins were further purified using 

16/60 Superdex 75 pg or 16/60 Superdex 200 pg size exclusion chromatography 

columns (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) equilibrated in buffer containing 20mM Tris pH 

7.5, 50mM NaCl and 2mM DTT. Atg7 and Atg8 K26P were grown and purified as 

described earlier [31]. Proteins were concentrated and based on their extinction 

coefficient at 280nm their concentrations were determined. Finally, they were flash 

frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80°C.

Isothermal titration calorimetric: 

Isothermal titration calorimetries (ITC) were carried out on a MicroCal PEAQ ITC system 

(Malvern Instruments, Malvern) at 25°C. The disassociation experiment of UBA5 1-347 

was conducted in buffer containing 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl and 2 mM DTT. 440 

µM UBA5 was titrated to buffer via 19 injections, the volume of each injection was 2 µl 

with an interval of 120 s. The data was fitted to the disassociation model already built in 
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to the MicroCal PEAQ ITC analysis software. For UFC1 binding to UBA5 1-404 or UBA5 

57-404, titration of 2390 µM UFC1 into 239 µM of UBA5 1-404 or UBA5 57-404 were 

performed in a buffer consisting of 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, and 2 mM DTT. 

Measurements were obtained from 19 injections of 2 µl with a spacing of 120 s between 

each injection. The data were fitted to the two sets of sites model already built in to the 

MicoCal PEAQ ITC analysis software. The binding experiment of ATP to UBA5 1-347, 

UBA5 1-346 R55A, UBA5 1-346 R115A or UBA5 1-346 D106A were conducted in a 

buffer containing 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT, and 5mM MgCl2. 

Measurements were obtained from 38 injections of 1 μl with a spacing of 300 s between 

each injection. The data were fitted to the two sets of sites model already built in to the 

MicoCal PEAQ ITC analysis software. The initial injection volume in all experiments was 

0.4 μl with a duration of 0.8 s. Data for the first injection were not considered in all 

experiments. 

Differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF): 

Differential scanning fluorimetry or thermal shift assay (TSA) was performed with a 

StepOnePlus real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies) using 

white 96-well plates (Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies) covered with a clear 

adhesive seal. Assays were performed in a final volume of 25 µl containing 1.6 µM 

protein, 0 or 5 mM ATP and 7.5 X SYPRO Orange (Invitrogen, Life Technologies) mixed 

in buffer containing 50 mM Bis Tris pH6.5 (Sigma Alderich, Merck), 100 mM NaCl and 

10 mM MgCl2. Measurements were recorded at an excitation wavelength of 465 nm and 

an emission wavelength of 580 nm over a temperature rise of 1% from 25°C to 90°C. 

Each experiment was carried out in triplicates and the average was obtained for each 

temperature. The highest and lowest fluorescence were used to normalize the 
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fluorescence intensities. Data were then plotted using Graphpad Prism 6.0 software (La 

Jolla) and were fitted using Boltzmann sigmoidal curve fit.

Thioester bond formation assay:

Charging assay of UBA5 or Atg7: 10 µM UBA5 (WT and mutants) or Atg7 and 20 µM 

UFM1 or Atg8 were mixed together in a buffer consisting of 50 mM Bis Tris pH6.5, 100 

mM NaCl and 10 mM MgCl2. Reactions were initiated by the addition of 5 mM or 10 µM 

ATP and were incubated at 25°C. At the designated time point, a sample of the reaction 

was removed and quenched with SDS sample buffer lacking or containing β-

mercaptoethanol (Sigma Alderich, Merck). Samples were then loaded on 12% Bis-tris 

non-reducing SDS-PAGE and visualized by Coomassie brilliant blue R staining. 

Charging assay of UFC1 with UFM1: Reactions contained 5 µM UBA5 (1/57-404), 2 µM 

UFM1 and 5 mM ATP. Reactions were incubated at 30°C for 30 min before 2 µM of 

UFC1 was added. Samples were quenched with sample buffer lacking or containing 

BME and loaded on12% Bis-tris non-reducing SDS-PAGE and visualized by Coomassie 

brilliant blue R staining.

Size exclusion chromatography with multi angle light scattering (SEC-MALS): 

Assays were performed on an analytical SEC column (Superdex 200 10/300 GL; GE 

Healthcare Life Sciences) equilibrated with a buffer containing 50 mM Bis-Tris pH 6.5 

and 100 mM NaCl for the analysis of UBA5 lacking the N-terminal extension (WT and 

D290K). To obtain the molecular weight of UBA5 containing the N-terminal extension 

(WT and D290K), the column was equilibrated with buffer containing 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 

50 mM NaCl and 2 mM DTT. 0.6 mg/ml of UBA5 –N-terminus (WT or D290K) or 0.7 

mg/ml of UBA5 +N-terminus (WT or D290K) protein samples were loaded on an HPLC, 
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which was connected to 18-angle light-scattering detector, followed by a differential 

refractive-index (RI) detector (Wyatt Technology). Molecular mass within a defined 

chromatographic peak was calculated using ASTRA software, version 7 (Wyatt 

Technologies).

Cross linking of UBA5 with UFM1 G83C: 

The purified protein UFM1 G83C was desalted in PBS buffer by loading on to the 

desalting column Sephadex G 25 (GE Health Care Life Sciences) pre equilibrated with 

PBS buffer. The fractions eluted from the desalting column corresponding to the peak 

were pooled and concentrated to 100 µM. To activate the UFM1 G83C with the cross 

linker, a reaction was setup by adding bis-maleimidoethane (BMOE, Thermo Scientific,) 

to a final concentration of 400 µM to 100 µM UFM1 G83C, in order to maintain a1:4 ratio 

between UFM1 G83C and BMOE. The stock of BMOE (20 mM) was prepared by 

dissolving it in 100% DMSO. The reaction was incubated for 1 h at room temperature in 

a dark place. The activated UFM1 G83C was then loaded on to the Sephadex G 25 

desalting column equilibrated with PBS buffer in order to remove the unreacted BMOE. 

The fractions corresponding to the peak were pooled and concentrated using an Amicon 

Ultra-15 centrifugal filtration device with a MW cutoff of 3 Kda (Millipore, Merck). The 

concentrated UFM1 G83C activated with BMOE was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen until 

further use. For the cross linking reaction, 2 µM of UBA5 (1/57-404) was mixed with 5 

µM of UFM1 G83C-BMOE in PBS buffer and incubated for 30 minutes at 20°C. The 

reaction was then concentrated and loaded on to a Superdex 200 10/300GL analytical 

sizing column (GE Health Care, Life Sciences). The fractions corresponding to the peak 

were pooled and concentrated using an Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filtration device 

(Millipore, Merck) with a MW cutoff of 10 Kda.
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Crystallization

All crystals were grown at 20°C using the hanging drop vapor diffusion method. 32.6 

mg/ml UBA5 37-335 was mixed with 2 mM ATP and 5 mM MgCl2 followed by incubation 

on ice for 15 min. Crystals appeared within 4 days in solution containing 0.2 M sodium 

citrate tribasic dehydrate pH 7.9, 20% PEG 3350. UBA5 in complex with UFM1 crystals 

were prepared by mixing 22.8 mg/ml UBA5 37-347 and 9.32 mg/ml UFM1 1-78 in a 

molar ratio of 1:1 along with 2 mM ATP and 5 mM MgCl2. The mixture was incubated for 

15 min on ice. Crystals appeared within 4 days in a solution containing 0.2 M lithium 

nitrate pH 7.1, 21% PEG 3350, 0.2 M magnesium chloride hexahydrate and 35 % v/v 

pentaerythritol ethoxylate (3/4 EO/OH). All crystals were cryo-protected using reservoir 

solution comprising 30% glycerol and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. 

X-ray data collection and processing

Initial UBA5-ATP data were collected at beamline ID29, ESRF. The data were 

processed using XDS [44] to 2.65 Å in the trigonal space group P32 and were found to 

be twinned with a twin fraction close to 50% [45]. The twinning affected the downstream 

structure refinement, therefore more than 50 crystals were screened at ID30A-1, ESRF 

in search for either a non-twinned crystal or the one with a lower twin fraction. A single 

crystal belonged in a different monoclinic group P21, for which 163° of data were 

collected with 0.05 ° increment. These monoclinic data showed apparent radiation 

damage for the last quarter of the images. Therefore data from images 1-2400 to 2.7 Å 

resolution and data from images 2401-3260 to 6 Å were processed by XDS, merged and 

scaled together to maintain completeness at low resolution. UBA5-UFM1 data were 

collected on ID29, ESRF and processed to 2.1 Å by DIALS [46] within the XIA2 pipeline 

[47].
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Structure determination

The structure of UBA5-ATP was originally solved in the P32 space group by MR method 

using a single monomer of pdb 3H8V (residues 69-318 of UBA5)[21] as a model. 

Although the rotation function calculated in MOLREP [48] at 2.7 Å resolution had poor 

contrast, the translation search at 3 Å resolution easily positioned four monomers of 

UBA5 which comprise the asymmetric unit of this crystal form. The rotation function 

solutions proved to be within the first ten peaks. The model was refined in REFMAC5 

[49] and rebuilt in COOT [50]. Residues 45-68 absent in the model were positioned, 

however due to twinning the quality of electron density maps was poor even when R-

factors in REFMAC5 twin refinement were low. This partially refined structure was used 

as a model to position 16 monomers of UBA5 (35-340) in the monoclinic space group. 

The 16-fold NCS averaging implemented in DM [51] was used for phase improvement at 

initial stages, with density modification phases input for phase refinement [52] in 

REFMAC5. At a later stage the UBA5 were separated in four groups of four monomers 

on the basis of conformation of region 230-251. Masks and NCS operators were found 

within each group and four-fold averaging was used for density improvement.

The refined structure of UBA5-ATP (37-235) was used a model for solution of UBA5-

UFM1-ATP complex. Four monomers of UBA5 were positioned with high contrast by 

MOLREP. Four UFM1 monomers were positioned by MOLREP with UBA5 used as fix 

model.

Mg ions were originally observed coordinating ATP at two positions in the twinned 

UBA5-ATP structure. In the higher resolution UBA5-UFM1-ATP, two positions for Mg 

ions that were octahedrally coordinated by oxygens of ATP, protein side chains and 

waters were clearly visible in all monomers. Two Mg ions per ATP and some 
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coordinating waters were also visible in the monoclinic space group, but were less 

ordered due to low resolution and radiation damage.

Structure deposition 

The atomic coordinates and structure factors were deposited in the Protein Data Bank 

with accession numbers of 6H77 and 6H78 for the structures of UBA5 with and without 

UFM1, respectively.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. UBA5’s N-terminus stimulates UFM1 activation by enhancing ATP 

binding. A, Schematic representation of UBA5 isoforms with and without the N-terminal 

extension. B, Activation of UFM1 (20μM) by UBA5 with and without the N-terminus (10 

μM) at 5 mM and 10 μM ATP concentrations. C, Charging assay of UBA5 possessing 

the N-terminus (10 μM) or Atg7 (10 μM) with UFM1 (20 μM) or Atg8 (20 μM) at 10 μM 

ATP. D, ITC experiment of ATP binding to UBA5 possessing the N-terminus. Top panel 

shows raw data of heat flow versus time for titrating 1 mM ATP into buffer containing 75 

μM UBA5. The area under the peaks of the upper panel was integrated and plotted as 

Kcal per mole of ATP as a function of binding stoichiometry in the bottom panel. 

Thermodynamic parameters are summarized in supplemental table S1. E, Thermal shift 

assay (TSA) of UBA5 with  and without the N-terminus in the presence and absence of 5 

mM ATP. Each experiment was performed in triplicate and the melting curves show the 

average normalized to relative signal intensity as a function of temperature. Melting 

temperature values are summarized in supplemental table S2. 

Figure 2. Characterizing the ability of UBA5’s N-terminus to rescue UFM1 

activation in the absence of the UIS. A, Activation of UFM1 (20 μM) by UBA5 with and 

without the N-terminus in the absence of the UIS (10 μM) at 5 mM ATP. B, Mapping the 

N-terminus of UBA5 by activation assay at 10 μM ATP. All constructs end at amino acid 

335 (-UIS) and start as indicated in the figure. C, Mapping the N-terminus of UBA5 

lacking the UIS by TSA. Melting temperature of UBA5 constructs was obtained in the 

absence and presence of 5 mM ATP. Each experiment was performed in triplicate and 

the melting curves show the average normalized to relative signal intensity as a function 

of temperature. Melting temperature values are summarized in supplemental table S2. 
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D, ConSurf evolutionary conservation analysis of UBA5’s N-terminus[53]. The N-

terminus residues of UBA5 are colored according to their conservation score. 

Figure 3. The role of UBA5’s N-terminus in UFC1 charging. A, Transfer assay of 

UFM1 from UBA5 to UFC1. UFC1 was added to pre-formed UBA5~UFM1. B, ITC 

experiment of UFC1 binding to UBA5 1-404. Top graph represents raw data of heat flow 

versus time for titrating 2.4 mM UFC1 into buffer containing 239 μM UBA5. The 

exothermic peaks are due to UFC1 binding to UBA5 while the endothermic peaks 

appear after saturation of UFC1 binding to UBA5 and are due to buffer mismatch. The 

area under the peaks of the upper panel was integrated and plotted as Kcal per mole of 

UFC1 as a function of binding stoichiometry in the bottom panel. Thermodynamic 

parameters are summarized in supplemental table S1. C, As in B, but UFC1 binding to 

UBA5 57-404 instead of UBA5 1-404. D, TSA of UBA5 1-404 or UBA5 57-404 cross-

linked to UFM1 G83C in the absence and presence of 5 mM ATP. Each experiment was 

performed in triplicate and the melting curves show the average normalized to relative 

signal intensity as a function of temperature. Melting temperature values are 

summarized in supplemental table S2.

Figure 4. Schematic representations of the crystal structures of UBA5 long 

isoform. A, The UBA5 homodimer: the N-termini of the orange and blue subunits are 

colored in yellow and cyan, respectively. Each UBA5 subunit binds ATP. B, The 

complex of UBA5 – UFM1: UBA5 is depicted as in A, UFM1 is colored red. C, 

Superposition of UBA5 alone (yellow) with UBA5 in complex with UFM1 (blue). The main 

structural changes in UBA5 due to UFM1 binding are concentrated in the crossover loop 

(indicated by a rectangle). D, Superposition of UBA5 short isoform (gray) with UBA5 
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long isoform (colored as in A). In the short isoform, the helix comprising the active site 

C250 overlaps with the N-terminus of the long isoform. Indeed, in the long isoform this 

helix is shorter and the active site Cys is ~9 Å away from it position in the short isoform.

  

Figure 5. Structural insights into UBA5’s N-terminus. A, Intramolecular interactions 

of UBA5 N-terminus (cyan) with the adenylation domain (blue). B. Intermolecular 

interactions of UBA5 N-terminus (cyan) with the adenylation domain of the protomer 

(orange). C, ITC experiment of UBA5 disassociation. Top panel shows the raw data of 

heat change against time for the titration of UBA5 into buffer. Bottom panel shows the 

enthalpy change against the equivalent UBA5 monomer concentration. Thermodynamic 

parameters are summarized in supplemental table S4. D, Activation of UFM1 by UBA5 

constructs (containing or lacking N-terminus) in the presence and absence of 

dimerization mutations (D290K or K271D) at 5 mM ATP. E, SEC-MALS analysis of 

UBA5 constructs (containing or lacking N-terminus) in the presence and absence of 

dimerization mutation (D290K). Refractive index and molar mass are plotted against 

elution volume. The line under each peak corresponds to the average molecular mass 

determined by MALS and the molecular weight of each construct is indicated above the 

peak and colored accordingly. 

Figure 6. Structural insights into the ATP binding region of UBA5. A, ATP bound to 

UBA5. ATP interacts with the adenylation domain of one UBA5 protomer (orange) and 

with the N-terminus of the other protomer (cyan). Side chain of residues involved in ATP 

binding are indicated. ATP is shown in the stick representation, together with an electron 

density map contoured at 1.0σ. B, Activation of UFM1 (20 μM) by UBA5 WT or mutants 

(10 μM) at 10 μM ATP. Thioester bond formation was monitored over time and stopped 
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with sample buffer containing or lacking BME. C, Melting curves of UBA5 WT and 

mutants in the absence and presence of 5 mM ATP. Melting curves show the relative 

signal intensity as a function of temperature obtained from triplicates. Melting 

temperature values are summarized in supplemental table S2. D, ITC experiment 

checking ATP binding to UBA5 R55A. 1 mM ATP was titrated into buffer containing 150 

μM UBA5 R55A. Top graph displays the raw data of heat against time and the bottom 

graph represents the enthalpy change versus the molar ratio of ATP to UBA5 R55A. 

Thermodynamic parameters are summarized in supplemental table S1. E, Activation 

assay of UBA5 R115A (10 μM) in comparison to UBA5 WT (10 μM) with UFM1 (20 μM) 

at 10 μM ATP. F, As in D, but with 0.5 mM ATP and 35 μM UBA5 R115A instead of 

UBA5 R55A. G, As in D, but with 0.5 mM ATP and 100 μM UBA5 D106A instead of 

UBA5 R55A. H, Superposition of UBA5 long isoform (orange) short isoform (grey) and 

Atg7 (cyan), each bound to ATP. ATP from each structure is shown in the stick 

representation. 
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Table 1: Thermodynamic parameters of binding experiments measured by isothermal titration calorimetry   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experiment [Syr] 
(M) 

[Cell] 
(M) 

N1 
(sites) 

N1 
Error 

 

N1 
Dependency 

KD1 
(M) 

KD1 
Error 
(M) 

KD1 
Dependency 

N2 
(sites) 

N2 
Error 
 

N2 
Dependency 

KD2 
(M) 

KD2 
Error 
(M) 

KD2 
Dependency 

ATP into 
UBA5 

1.00E-
3 

7.50E-
5 

0.861 3.1E-
4 

0.463 46.3E-
9 

7.33E-
10 

0.459 7.1E-3 6.4E-
4 

0.934 14E-9 1.91E-
9 

0.808 

UFC1 to 
UBA5 1-

404 

2.39E-
3 
 

2.39E-
4 
 

0.574 8.5E-
2 

0.999 9.41E-
7 

1.02E-
07 

0.851 6.80E-
2 

8.6E-
2 

0.999 1.83E-
7 

8.84E-
8 

0.945 

UFC1 to 
UBA5 57-

404 

2.39E-
3 

2.39E-
4 

0.683 9.6E-
2 

1 1.02E-
6 

1.69E-
07 

0.998 7.1E-2 9.7E-
2 

1 9.76E-
7 

1.09E-
7 

0.997 

ATP into 
UBA5 
R55A 

1.00E-
3 

1.50E-
4 

0.313 3.5E-
3 

0.849 1.66E-
6 

2.25E-
08 

0.291 9.9E-2 2.3E-
3 

0.779 3.52E-
8 

1.24E-
8 

0.712 

ATP into 
UBA5 
R115A 

5.00E-
4 

3.50E-
5 

0.843 1.3E-
3 

0.71 2.01E-
8 

3.49E-
10 

0.339 7.2E-2 1.2E-
3 

0.751 9.55E-
8 

3.86E-
10 

0.191 

ATP into 
UBA5 
D106A 

5.00E-
4 

1.00E-
4 

0.229 5E-3 0.993 4.99E-
7 

4.24E-
09 

0.487 2.1E-3 5.3E-
3 

0.999 2.0E-7 1.51E-
8 

0.243 



 

Table 2: Denaturation midpoint (Tm) and delta denaturation midpoint (∆Tm) values obtained by Thermal shift assay. 

 

Protein Tm –ATP (◦C) ± SD Tm +ATP (◦C) ± SD ∆Tm 
UBA5 (+N-
terminus) 

43.06 ± 0.05 60.17 ± 0.05 17.11 

UBA5 (-N- 
terminus) 

42.18 ± 0.06 44.54 ± 0.05 2.36 

UBA5 1-335 43.06 ± 0.05 60.49 ± 0.05 17.43 
UBA5 37-335 43.23 ± 0.05 59.56 ± 0.05 16.33 
UBA5 51-335 41.57 ± 0.07 43.45 ± 0.05 1.88 
UBA5 57-335 42.88 ± 0.06 45.64 ± 0.04 2.78 
UBA5 1-404- 

BMOE-UFM1 G83C 
48.80 ± 0.04 60.49 ± 0.07 11.69 

UBA5 57-404- 
BMOE- UFM1 G83C 

52.57 ± 0.05 50.35 ± 0.03 -2.22 

UBA5 R55A 41.24 ± 0.07 43.29 ± 0.08 2.05 
UBA5 R115A 43.91 ± 0.03 65.98 ± 0.04 22.07 
UBA5 D106A 41.52 ± 0.06 53.04 ± 0.05 11.52 

 

  



Table 3: Data collection and refinement statistics   
 

a Values for the highest resolution shell are given in parentheses. 
b Rsym = ΣhΣi|Ih,i - <Ih>|/ Σh ΣiIh,i  
c CC1/2 is defined in Karplus & Diederichs (2012) 
d Wilson B-factor was estimated by SFCHECK (Vaguine et al.,1999) 
e Ramachandran plot analysis was performed by PROCHECK (Laskowski et al.,1993). 

Project Uba5-ATP Uba5-ATP Uba5-Ufm1-ATP 

Beamlilne ESRF ID29 ESRF ID30A-1 ESRF ID29 

Wavelength (Å) 1.0723 0.9660 0.9762 

Resolution range (Å)  45.88 – 2.65  
(2.77-2.65)a 

107.75 - 2.70 
 (2.75 - 2.70) 

58.53-2.10 (2.14-2.10) 

Space group P32 P21 P21 

Unit cell  81.5 81.5 181.1Å 
90 90 120° 

143.9 151.9 153.5Å 
 90 93.1 90° 

87.1 105.5 93.9Å 
 90 102.3 90° 

Multiplicity 2.9 (3.0) 2.7 (2.6) 3.8 (3.8) 

Completeness (%) 99.4 (99.6) 87.6 (87.6) 98.5 (95.9) 

Mean I/σ(I) 10.5 (1.0) 5.1 (0.8) 5.8 (0.8) 

Wilson B-factor (Å2)d  83.8 56.5 58.8 

Rsym (%)b 0.057 (0.84) 0.15 (1.11) 0.11 (1.81) 

CC1/2c 0.998 (0.392) 0.979 (0.163) 0.995 (0.517) 

No. of twin domains 2 1 1 

Twin fractions 0.503 (h,k,l) 
0.497 (k, h, -l) 

- - 

R/Rfree for partial model 
(without twin refinement) 

0.295/0.342 - - 

Reflections used in 
refinement 

- 156266 92451 

R-work - 0.1896 0.1837  

R-free - 0.2422 0.2189  

Number of protein 
monomers 

4 16 4 + 4 

No. of atoms    

Protein - 34509 12148 

Ligands (ATP, ZN, MG)  544 136 

Solvent - 1016 689 

Rmsd bond lengths (Å)  - 0.007 0.013 

Rmsd bond angles (°) - 1.493 1.730 

Ramachandran plot 
analysis, residues (%)e 

  - 

Most favoured - 91.6 93.9 

Additional allowed - 7.9 5.5 

Generously allowed - 0.1  0.3 

Disallowed regions - 0.4 0.3 

Average B-factors (Å2)    

Protein - 52.2 53.9 

Cofactors - 50.6 37.9 

Solvent  
 

- 51.8 59.2 
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Table 4: Thermodynamic parameters of UBA5 disassociation experiment measured by isothermal titration calorimetry.    

Experiment [Syr] 
(M) 

KD (M) KD 
Error 
(M) 

KD 
Dependency 

∆H 
(kcal/mol) 

∆H Error 
(kcal/mol) 

∆H 
Dependency 

Offset 
(kcal/mol) 

Red. Chi-
Sqr. 

(kcal/mol)² 
UBA5 into 

Buffer 
4.16E-4 6.75E-6 1.34E-6 0.983 12.4 0.955 0.983 -0.284 1.60E-03 
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